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Sauna cottage under construction

Despite icy temperatures and short daylight times we started building our new sauna. The sauna is
being heated with a wood-stove and will be a cozy place for you to relax and to enjoy yourself.
Below, you will find some pictures of the building progress. Soon, we will give you more updates
concerning this project!
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Frank carpenters
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summer guests 2005

Many last years summer guests visited s again and were glad to see the cottages in new fresh
colors.
We thought it was quite interesting, to see the different kind of vehicles our guests arrived with.
The weather was quite ok, we had no drop of rain for about 3 weeks in June / July. Thus we were
glad about some evening showers we had from mid July and later, this precipitation helped us to
water the freshly planted grass.
This year's blueberry season was quite bad so far. However, we had plenty of fish from the
neighboring lake, this time even some fine perch - tasty!
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very tasty

major spring renovation

In may, we renovated and prepared the camp thoroughly for the coming summer season. Thanks to
the many voluntary helpers, we managed in just three weeks to paint the exterior of all cottages.
Moreover, we laid out new grass areas, planted a hedge as an additional sound barrier to the road,
fixed the pool area and did much more.
Just a side note: we never thought that it would take about 36 working hours just to rake the
leaves!
As you can see on the pictures, we had lots of fun together - despite our 12-hour working days.
However, now we are looking forward to meeting many nice summer guests.
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Winter BBQ

Is it possible to have a barbeque in the wintertime? We (Frank and Doro) didn't reflect too much, lit
a campfire and prepared some salmon and potatoes for our guests. However, because of the cold
climate, we enjoyed the meal indoors...
Our Conclusion: The salmon tasted deliciously and we had lots of fun this evening!

the salmon is being prepared
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cozy warmth at the campfire

Soon we'll eat!

New Year 2005

This year's New Year's Eve party was nice, too. Just as last year, we enjoyed the common buffet,
danced and had some party games. Here are some impressions:

the buffet

"Gentlemen's Club"

wild dance

common dinner

we had a good time...

...even a very good one!
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